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Abstract 34 
We tend to re-live emotional experiences more richly in memory than more mundane 35 
experiences. According to one recent neurocognitive model of emotional memory, negative 36 
events may be encoded with a larger amount of sensory information than neutral and positive 37 
events. As a result, there may be more perceptual information available to reconstruct these 38 
events at retrieval, leading to memory reinstatement patterns that correspond with greater 39 
memory vividness and sense of recollection for negative events. In this commentary, we offer 40 
an alternative perspective on how emotion may influence such sensory cortex reinstatement 41 
that focuses on engagement of the noradrenergic (NE) and dopaminergic (DA) systems rather 42 
than valence. Specifically, we propose that arousal-related LC-NE system activation promotes 43 
the prioritization of the most salient features of an emotional experience in memory. Thus, a 44 
select few details may drive lower-level sensory cortical activity and a stronger sense of 45 
recollection for arousing events. By contrast, states of high behavioral activation, including 46 
novelty-seeking and exploration, may recruit the DA system to broaden the scope of cognitive 47 
processing and integrate multiple event aspects in memory. These more integrated memory 48 
representations may be reflected in higher-order cortical reinstatement at retrieval. Thus, the 49 
balance between activation in these neuromodulatory systems at encoding, rather than the 50 
valence of the event, may ultimately determine the quality of emotional memory recollection and 51 
neural reinstatement.  52 
  53 
Significance Section 54 
We tend to re-live emotional events more richly in memory than mundane experiences. Recent 55 
research suggests that emotional memory enhancements, particularly for negative events, 56 
emerge from greater reactivation of sensory information during retrieval. Here, we offer an 57 
account of how emotion influences such sensory cortex reinstatement that focuses on how 58 
activation of the noradrenergic (NE) and dopaminergic (DA) systems may impact the quality of 59 
recollection. We propose that NE system activation promotes the prioritization of the most 60 
salient features of an event in memory, whereas DA system activation promotes the integration 61 
of multiple event features in memory. Thus, the balance between activation in these systems 62 
might determine how we encode and later re-experience our most significant events. 63 
 64 
  65 
 66 
  67 
  68 
  69 
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Emotional events are resistant to forgetting and are vividly remembered (LaBar and 70 
Cabeza, 2006; Markovic et al., 2014; Yonelinas and Ritchey, 2015). This privileged status of 71 
emotional experiences in memory is highly adaptive, because it promotes future behaviors that 72 
help us avoid threat and maximize well-being (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010; Eaton and 73 
Anderson, 2018). Years of psychology and neuroscience research have uncovered adaptive 74 
brain mechanisms that preferentially support the formation and storage of emotional memories. 75 
However, these neurocognitive models have focused disproportionately on earlier stages of 76 
memory processing, including encoding and consolidation (for review, see McGaugh, 2004; 77 
LaBar and Cabeza, 2006), with less attention being given to emotion’s downstream effects on 78 
later memory retrieval. 79 

In their recent Negative Emotional Valence Enhances Recapitulation (NEVER) model, 80 
Bowen, Kark & Kensinger (2018) theorize a significant role for retrieval-related processes in 81 
facilitating emotional memory (Bowen et al., 2018). Specifically, they propose that negative 82 
memories contain more sensory information from the original event than both neutral and 83 
positive memories. These perceptually-rich mental representations are then reinstated in the 84 
brain during retrieval, resulting in more detailed and vivid memories for negative events. The 85 
authors also suggest that negative valence strengthens the links between different stages of 86 
episodic memory, such that more sensory-focused encoding leads to preferential reactivation of 87 
these perceptual details during offline consolidation and, consequently, later recollection. The 88 
NEVER model thereby differentiates itself from prior models of emotional memory by: (1) 89 
highlighting a prominent role for retrieval-related sensory processing in facilitating emotional 90 
memory, and (2) emphasizing that these mnemonic advantages are specific to negative events. 91 
     Although this framework offers a compelling account of the phenomenology of emotional 92 
memory recollection, it is somewhat incomplete. Here, we propose some important 93 
considerations for the NEVER model, and discuss some methodological caveats that warrant 94 
further attention. Building on this critique, we offer another perspective of how emotion 95 
influences retrieval-related sensory cortex reinstatement, or ‘recapitulation’, that focuses on how 96 
activity in the noradrenergic (NE) and, possibly, dopaminergic (DA) systems may impact 97 
emotional memory formation and the quality of recollection. Our neuromodulation-based model 98 
expands upon NEVER by clarifying which aspects of emotional experiences are being 99 
recapitulated during retrieval. It also specifies multiple neural mechanisms by which neural 100 
reinstatement may occur, including several factors, such as physiological arousal and 101 
behavioral activation, that determine these differential patterns of engagement. By filling in 102 
these knowledge gaps, we aim to provide a more holistic view of how emotion influences what 103 
we remember about our most significant experiences. 104 
  105 
Brain mechanisms that support the recollection of past events  106 
  107 

When memories are brought to mind, it can often feel as if those events are being re-108 
experienced in the moment (Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998). Seminal neurocognitive models of 109 
recollection propose that the extent to which we re-live prior events may be driven by greater 110 
correspondence between retrieval-related brain activity and the neural processes that were 111 
engaged at encoding (McClelland et al., 1995; Danker and Anderson, 2010). At the neural level, 112 
this idea is supported by neuroimaging research showing that successfully retrieving prior 113 
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episodes is associated with reactivation of neural memory and sensory traces first laid down at 114 
encoding (Nyberg et al., 2000; Wheeler et al., 2000; Danker and Anderson, 2010; Mack and 115 
Preston, 2016; Tompary et al., 2016; Danker et al., 2017).  116 

Emotional memories tend to be highly vivid, suggesting that they may contain richer 117 
sensory information that is available for reconstruction, or recollection, during later retrieval. 118 
Behavioral evidence suggests that negative emotional events, in particular, are remembered 119 
with greater perceptual detail than neutral and sometimes positive events (Kensinger, 2007). 120 
Supporting this notion, human fMRI studies show that encoding negative experiences relates to 121 
greater activity in perceptual processing regions, including visual cortex, suggesting that 122 
negative memories may contain more perceptual details than other memories (Kensinger et al., 123 
2007a, 2007b; Mickley and Kensinger, 2008). 124 

Until recently, the majority of research has focused on how emotional memories garner 125 
greater attention than neutral experiences and are preferentially processed during encoding. 126 
This has left an important knowledge gap concerning how emotion impacts memory retrieval 127 
processes downstream, which has important implications for the wellbeing of both healthy 128 
individuals and individuals with emotion or anxiety disorders when they re-live their most 129 
aversive event. In this section, we outline key predictions of the NEVER model, which was 130 
proposed to fill this critical gap. 131 

 132 
The Negative Emotional Valence Enhances Recapitulation (NEVER) model: Core tenets 133 
and primary empirical evidence 134 
 135 

According to the NEVER model, emotion-related biases in perceptual processing may 136 
re-emerge during retrieval, leading to a more vivid sense of recollection. Building on earlier 137 
investigations targeting neural recapitulation effects with neutral stimuli, Bowen et al. (2018) 138 
hypothesized that there is greater encoding-retrieval overlap in brain activity within early 139 
sensory processing regions, particularly for negative stimuli. 140 
         In an initial test of this idea, Kark and Kensinger (2015) used fMRI to examine brain 141 
activity patterns associated with encoding and retrieving emotional and neutral experiences. 142 
During encoding, participants viewed colored photographs of negative, positive, and neutral 143 
scenes along with corresponding black-and-white line drawing of those pictures. During 144 
retrieval, participants had to decide whether line drawings were previously associated with a 145 
colored image or whether they had never been seen before. One advantage of this retrieval 146 
manipulation is that it avoids reintroducing strong arousal/emotional states by using the 147 
emotional associate as the memory cue. Thus, any patterns of reinstatement can be more 148 
clearly interpreted as mental reactivation as opposed to purely sensory properties of the cue. 149 

Although there were no emotional memory enhancements in recognition memory, 150 
conjunction analyses performed on the fMRI data revealed overlapping patterns of activation 151 
between encoding and retrieval. These analyses revealed three key findings: (1) in large 152 
portions of lateral occipito-temporal cortex, there was large spatial overlap across encoding and 153 
retrieval for successful memory-related brain activity for both positive and negative images 154 
(Figure 1A); (2) in inferior temporal gyrus, there was significantly greater spatial overlap 155 
between the encoding and retrieval of negative versus positive images; and (3) for negative 156 
items, there was greater spatial overlap between encoding and retrieval in fusiform gyrus, a 157 
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region that was also more functionally coupled with amygdala activity during successful 158 
encoding. These findings suggest that negative emotional memories may be recapitulated to a 159 
larger extent than positive memories in regions within ventral occipito-temporal cortex, and this 160 
sensory recapitulation of negative stimuli may be mediated by amygdala modulation at 161 
encoding. 162 

In a more recent study, Bowen and Kensinger (2017) designed an fMRI paradigm that 163 
could more directly test this relationship between emotional memory recollection and neural 164 
recapitulation. During encoding, participants viewed neutral words that were paired with 165 
negative, positive, and neutral images. These images consisted of either faces or scenes. 166 
During retrieval, participants were shown the neutral word cue and were asked to retrieve the 167 
accompanying picture. Like the prior study, the strength of this approach is that reactivation 168 
differences between valences cannot be attributed to sensory activation driven by the emotional 169 
images themselves. Rather, the word cues are equally devoid of strong visual input. 170 
Behaviorally, memory was enhanced for neutral words paired with negative scenes compared to 171 
positive or neutral scenes; however, there was no valence differences for words paired with 172 
emotional or neutral faces. Conjunction fMRI analyses revealed qualitatively greater 173 
recollection-related encoding-retrieval spatial overlap in visual occipito-temporal cortical activity 174 
and amygdala for negative contexts than positive and neutral contexts (Figure 1B), although this 175 
pattern was not seen in category-selective visual cortex. This pattern of findings remained when 176 
the authors controlled for stimulus arousal across valence (comparing positive scenes versus 177 
negative faces) and lower-level stimulus features (comparing positive versus negative faces). 178 
 179 
 180 

Together, the findings from these fMRI studies lend initial support to the idea that when 181 
negative emotional memories are successfully remembered (as, on average, there were no 182 
behavioral effects of emotion on memory), they may be recollected with greater perceptual 183 
information than positive and neutral memories. Inspired by these findings, the NEVER model 184 
was put forth to address the underappreciated role of emotional valence on episodic memory. 185 
The primary aims of this brain-based model are to: (1) shift the focus of emotional memory 186 
mechanisms beyond regions traditionally implicated in emotional memory, including the 187 
amygdala and hippocampus (Dolcos et al., 2004; Ritchey et al., 2008; Murty et al., 2010), to 188 
capture the local reinstatement of sensory-rich negative memory representations at retrieval; (2) 189 
encourage a broader appreciation of non-arousal-related factors that may enhance memory 190 
vividness and recollection; and (3) place a larger emphasis on how different stages of episodic 191 
memory processing interact, with a particular focus on how encoding biases relate to 192 
subsequent patterns of post-encoding memory reactivation and retrieval. 193 

 194 
A new perspective of emotional memory and neural reinstatement 195 
 196 

The NEVER model offers an interesting account of the neural factors that facilitate 197 
emotional memory and its persistence. But arguably, the bulk of the literature still implicates 198 
physiological arousal as a driving force behind the modulation of recollection effects. Indeed, the 199 
critical role of physiological arousal in modulating episodic memory remains a central feature of 200 
many neurocognitive theories of emotional memory (see Table 1 in Bowen et al., 2018). While it 201 
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is possible that valence effects are still at play, there are notable caveats in NEVER’s empirical 202 
studies that need to be addressed, including de-confounding the effects of valence and arousal 203 
on neural recapitulation. Importantly, the effects of positive valence on recollection are quite 204 
variable (see Table 2 in Bowen et al., 2018). For instance, in some cases, behavioral work 205 
shows that positive events are also encoded with great perceptual detail – perhaps even more 206 
than negative stimuli (Talarico et al., 2009).  207 

A challenge to understanding the role of valence in emotional memory, has been 208 
operationalizing the influence of arousal on the formation of positive memories. Despite efforts 209 
to experimentally control for arousal differences between positive and negative emotional 210 
stimuli, participants’ ratings sometimes deviate from normative arousal ratings (e.g., IAPS 211 
images; Lang & Bradley, 2007). Due to this, it may be the case that arousal-related confounds 212 
cloud the interpretation of valence differences that have been reported across many studies of 213 
emotional memory. In prior research, these arousal-related confounds have emerged in several 214 
ways. First, in some cases, arousal was not experimentally controlled between positive and 215 
negative emotional stimuli (Maratos et al., 2001). In other cases, differences in subjects’ self-216 
reported arousal persisted even though arousal levels were matched between positive and 217 
negative emotional stimuli beforehand (Kark and Kensinger, 2015). Because negative stimuli 218 
tend to be much more arousing than positive stimuli, one possibility is that valence differences 219 
emerge due to arousal levels being relatively moderate. In other words, to be able to equate 220 
arousal levels across valences, the arousal level of selected negative stimuli may be relatively 221 
low and therefore fail to capture a robust effect of high-arousal states on declarative memory. 222 
Finally, in one fMRI study, stimuli drawn from different visual categories (i.e., negative faces, 223 
and positive scenes) had to be compared to control for arousal (Bowen and Kensinger, 2017).  224 

Based on issues like these, we believe it is premature to rule out the possibility that 225 
arousal mechanisms, rather than valence, mediate emotion-related effects on reactivation in 226 
early sensory cortex. This idea is further reinforced by a prior fMRI study reporting equivalent 227 
levels of sensory recapitulation during retrieval for both positive and negative memoranda in 228 
general. But valence differences emerged when examining amygdala modulation, which may 229 
reflect variability in arousal across emotional valences (Ritchey et al., 2013; Figure 1C).  230 

To address these issues, we propose a new model that considers emotional memory 231 
reinstatement processes within the broader context of the emotion, episodic memory, and 232 
motivation literatures. Our goal is to move beyond a valence-based interpretation of emotional 233 
memory recollection, per se, to encompass other cognitive and emotional factors that impact 234 
various stages of episodic memory. The main points of our framework can be summarized as 235 
follows: 236 
 237 
1) Sympathetic arousal, rather than negative valence, drives selective memory of prioritized and 238 
item-intrinsic features during encoding, leading to enhanced subjective sense of recollection and 239 
memory vividness. This cognitive narrowing effect also results in greater reinstatement patterns 240 
in relatively lower-level sensory cortical regions during retrieval. Further, this process may be 241 
driven by arousal-related noradrenergic system activity and amygdala activity at encoding and 242 
consolidation, as well as by amygdala (re)activation at retrieval. 243 
  244 
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2) Behavioral activation, defined as increased behavioral vigor or novelty-seeking, may engage 245 
alternative mechanisms that reflect the formation of integrative, flexible memory 246 
representations. This memory process may be signified by reinstatement effects in relatively 247 
higher-order cortex, such as anterior portions of the ventral visual stream as well as lateral and 248 
medial prefrontal cortex (PFC). One possibility is that mesolimbic dopaminergic (DA) system 249 
activation supports these more integrative forms of memory and high-order reactivation. 250 
 251 
3) Focusing on arousal and behavioral activation rather than valence may provide a better 252 
schema for understanding enhanced neural reinstatement patterns for emotional memories. 253 
Critically, emotional valence may be inter-related with arousal and behavioral activation, such 254 
that negative stimuli are biased towards eliciting greater arousal and positive stimuli are biased 255 
towards eliciting behavioral activation. However, in many behavioral contexts, negative stimuli 256 
might evoke behavioral activation, and positive stimuli may elicit high degrees of arousal. Thus, 257 
our goal is to move beyond valence effects to consider alternative factors that shape patterns of 258 
neural reactivation/reinstatement and its manifestation of memory. 259 
 260 
What types of sensory information are reinstated during emotional memory retrieval? 261 
  262 

The NEVER model proposes that sensory features of a negative emotional event are 263 
reactivated in sensory cortex during retrieval, with the implication that this recapitulation brings 264 
to mind the details and vividness of the original event. We broaden this interpretation by 265 
proposing that these recapitulation effects reflect certain aspects of the original event in which 266 
only the most salient item and episodic details are stored in memory and later reinstated. 267 
Current data suggest that this process may be predominantly driven by increased emotional 268 
arousal.  269 

A large body of research shows that recollection, defined as remembering an item with 270 
accompanying episodic information, is better for emotional experiences than for neutral 271 
experiences. However, it has long been known that the impact of emotion on cognition is highly 272 
selective and does not benefit all aspects of episodic memory (Anderson et al., 2006; Rimmele 273 
et al., 2011; Bisby and Burgess, 2013; Steinmetz and Kensinger, 2013; Madan et al., 2017). 274 
This issue raises the critical question of which episodic details of emotional experiences are 275 
being reinstated and recollected at retrieval. 276 

Studies that query source memory (e.g., an item’s timing, location, or perceptual 277 
features) may provide some clues as to the episodic content of emotional memories. A wealth of 278 
evidence suggests that memory is selectively enhanced for emotional items and their intrinsic 279 
details (Yonelinas and Ritchey, 2015), such as their location or color, whereas memory for 280 
spatially or temporally adjacent contextual information is impaired (Christianson and Loftus, 281 
1991; Kensinger, 2007; Mather, 2007; Touryan et al., 2007; Mather and Sutherland, 2011; 282 
Steinmetz and Kensinger, 2013; Bisby and Burgess, 2017). Further, prior work has linked such 283 
emotional memory selectivity to increased arousal levels rather than valence (Mather and 284 
Nesmith, 2008), consistent with the idea that arousal focuses limited mental resources towards 285 
processing a select few details of an emotional event (Easterbrook, 1959). 286 

One possibility is the strength of these specific memory traces modulates subjective 287 
aspects of emotional memories. Emotion enhances the subjective sense of remembering, such 288 
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that participants tend to report higher subjective confidence and vividness for high arousal, 289 
emotional memories (Ochsner, 2000; Kensinger and Corkin, 2003; Sharot et al., 2004; Touryan 290 
et al., 2007; Ritchey et al., 2008; Todd et al., 2013b). Yet this increased confidence does not 291 
always correspond with greater memory accuracy - at least for all aspects of an emotional 292 
experience. Rather, subjective memory confidence appears to relate specifically to successful 293 
retrieval of emotional item-intrinsic details, such as the location and timing of an emotional 294 
stimulus (Rimmele et al., 2012) and not more peripheral sensory information, such as the 295 
surrounding context (Rimmele et al., 2011). 296 

Considering that highly confident memory decisions are closely tied to memory for 297 
emotional item-intrinsic information, it may be the case that enhanced recollection for emotional 298 
events is not driven by the amount of sensory details that are recovered. Instead, vividly re-299 
experiencing a prior emotional event could be driven by especially strong memory 300 
representations of select details (for a similar proposal, see Kensinger, 2009). Indeed, higher 301 
subjective memory response encountered after an arousing negative event have been linked to 302 
enhanced memory for intrinsic sensory features (e.g., color) of those neutral items (Xie and 303 
Zhang, 2017). Eye-tracking evidence also shows that recollection judgements for high-arousal 304 
negative images are predicted by more clustered rather than distributed fixations during 305 
encoding, suggesting that specific features of these events drive subsequent recollection 306 
(Sharot et al., 2008). Together these data are consistent with evidence that emotional arousal 307 
amplifies the effects of priority (e.g., goal-relevance, bottom-up salience) in perception and 308 
memory, leading to the selective encoding of highly salient information (Mather and Sutherland, 309 
2011; Sakaki et al., 2014). 310 

In sum, we argue that for high arousal memoranda, which are often tested in the domain 311 
of negative valence, the subjective sense of remembering is driven by a narrowing of attention 312 
towards only the most central, emotionally-laden details of an experience. We note that this 313 
more focused cognitive processing induced by arousal should incorporate neutral information 314 
insofar as those neutral associates are task-relevant and actively prioritized under emotional 315 
circumstances. In these situations, neutral cues will be bound more strongly to their associated 316 
emotional items in memory, and can act as an effective trigger to recall (and/or recapitulate) 317 
emotional events (for review, see Mather and Sutherland, 2011; Murray and Kensinger, 2013; 318 
Sakaki et al., 2014). For instance, both positive and negative background scenes can enhance 319 
memory for foreground neutral objects when participants are instructed to unitize those inputs 320 
(e.g., imagine them interacting) during encoding (Ventura-Bort et al., 2016). 321 

 To interpret the true nature of emotion-related sensory recapitulation, then, it is critical 322 
to consider where attention is allocated during encoding, and, second, whether participants’ 323 
memory is assessed for the salient or non-salient features of that emotional event. This feature 324 
of emotional memory selectivity suggests that sensory recapitulation reflects a biased 325 
representation of the most salient event features, perhaps at the expense of the surrounding or 326 
irrelevant perceptual information. 327 
  328 
Is the preferential processing and retrieval of emotional item-intrinsic information 329 
dependent on the amygdala? 330 
  331 
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         Next, we consider how emotional arousal may contribute to greater episodic memory 332 
selectivity during emotional memory. Much research implicates amygdala processes in 333 
modulating the quality of emotional memory recollection, particularly by promoting the encoding 334 
of specific details of arousing events (Sharot et al., 2004; Phelps and Sharot, 2008). Greater 335 
amygdala activity at encoding has been specifically linked to successful item recognition and 336 
higher subjective memory vividness for positive and negative images, but not to the successful 337 
memory of peripheral contextual information (Dougal et al., 2007; Kensinger et al., 2007b, 338 
2007a). Lesion data corroborate this role of the amydgala in selective memory processes. 339 
Patients with amygdala damage show selective memory deficits for the central but not 340 
peripheral details of an emotional event (Adolphs et al., 2001, 2005; Yonelinas and Ritchey, 341 
2015). Thus, amygdala activity at encoding may lead to more vivid recollections by forming 342 
especially strong memories of highly specific aspects of an emotional event.  343 

At the network level, this memory selectivity may result from the amygdala modulating 344 
early sensory cortical activity (Todd et al., 2012, 2013b). For instance, for high-arousal negative 345 
stimuli, greater encoding-related amygdala functional connectivity with the fusiform gyrus—a 346 
region associated with processing item-exemplar information (Garoff-Eaton et al., 2006) – was 347 
also associated with greater sensory recapitulation (encoding-retrieval overlap) in fusiform gyrus 348 
(Kark and Kensinger, 2015). This suggests a link between early amygdala tuning processes in 349 
sensory cortex during emotional memory formation and local sensory cortex reinstatement 350 
effects. 351 
         The notion that negative valence may modulate these amygdala effects is partially 352 
motivated by fMRI evidence using effective (e.g., directional) connectivity analyses (Mickley 353 
Steinmetz et al., 2010). This study showed that patterns of amygdala modulation at encoding 354 
diverge at different levels of arousal in a valence-dependent manner. Specifically, amygdala 355 
modulation of middle occipital gyrus activity was increased for high-arousal negative stimuli but 356 
decreased for high-arousal positive stimuli. But it is important to note that the opposite valence-357 
dependent flip was observed in the amygdala’s modulation of fusiform gyrus activity: whereas 358 
the amygdala’s influence over activity in this higher-order sensory region was increased for 359 
high-arousal positive images, it was decreased for high-arousal negative images. This again 360 
raises the question of what types of sensory information are being recapitulated by amygdala 361 
engagement. Without querying which specific episodic details are being remembered and 362 
linking this to brain activation patterns, it is difficult to interpret what non-category-selective 363 
patterns of cortical activation mean for models of sensory recapitulation. 364 

Emotion-related encoding biases may also propagate downstream and manifest in 365 
patterns of post-encoding functional connectivity, particularly when arousal levels remain 366 
elevated. The way emotional information is encoded therefore determines how emotional 367 
experiences are subsequently consolidated and retrieved. The amygdala also appears to shape 368 
emotional memory in this regard, either exhibiting increased local activity or more distributed 369 
patterns of modulation during the encoding, consolidation, and retrieval of emotional memories 370 
(Buchanan, 2007). Fear learning paradigms, for example, offer a robust way of manipulating 371 
arousal responses that facilitate memory. Across several fMRI studies, increases in amygdala 372 
functional connectivity with the hippocampus (de Voogd et al., 2016; Hermans et al., 2017) and 373 
category-selective cortex (Hermans et al., 2017) have been shown to persist into post-374 
conditioning periods of wakeful rest. These connectivity patterns also predicted spontaneous 375 
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fear recovery 24 hours later. The findings lend support to influential theories positing that the 376 
amygdala modulates systems-level consolidation processes that enhances the long-term 377 
retention of emotionally arousing memories (McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; McGaugh 2000).  378 

Research also suggests that amygdala activity contributes to emotional memory 379 
recollection, in part through reinstatement (Bowen and Kensinger, 2017; see Figure 1B). One 380 
possibility, however, is that this recapitulation relates more closely to high arousal rather than 381 
negative valence. For instance, amygdala activity during memory retrieval tracks individual self-382 
reports of arousal on a stimulus-by-stimulus basis (Dew et al., 2014). This suggests arousal-383 
related activation of the amygdala promotes more sensory-focused attention and encoding 384 
processes in a valence-invariant fashion. The specific conditions that give rise to valence 385 
differences at retrieval require additional research, given that amygdala activity at retrieval has 386 
also been reported for positive stimuli (Buchanan, 2007). 387 
         Amygdala processes might also modulate the subjective quality of emotional memory 388 
recollection during the retrieval act itself, but not necessarily memory accuracy (Sharot et al., 389 
2004). In fact, amygdala activity may give rise to a false sense of remembering, especially when 390 
participants must retrieve or recollect contextual information that is peripheral to the to-be-391 
encoded item, such as a neutral or arousing negative background (Takashima et al., 2016). 392 
Across multiple fMRI studies, amygdala and sensory cortex activity in response to contexts or 393 
items deemed arousing, including negative emotional items, are either unrelated to or negatively 394 
associated with subsequent source memory (Smith et al., 2006; Takashima et al., 2016). These 395 
findings are consistent with behavioral work showing that source memory is impaired for 396 
information that is peripheral to an emotional stimulus, despite individuals endorsing an 397 
emotional stimulus as being remembered (Rimmele et al., 2011). Thus, some aspects of 398 
retrieval-related sensory cortex and amygdala activity may represent noisy or inaccurate 399 
cognitive/sensory representations, especially for peripheral details that may have been poorly 400 
encoded to begin with.  401 

In summary, current findings point to a role of arousal-driven amygdala activation and 402 
modulation in encoding, consolidating, and retrieving emotionally arousing memories. However, 403 
neural reinstatement effects may be more nuanced in that they support the accurate recollection 404 
of prioritized sensory features but not less salient peripheral features. These results also 405 
underscore the importance of querying recollection for both central and peripheral details of an 406 
emotional event, and linking different aspect of memory performance to brain activity patterns 407 
across different stages of episodic memory. 408 
  409 
Does neuromodulation explain differences in the prioritization of sensory features in 410 
emotional memory? 411 
  412 

To better understand how emotion influences neural reinstatement processes in the 413 
brain, we propose that it is important to consider the valence-invariant role of neuromodulatory 414 
arousal systems in supporting emotional memory encoding. It is well established that arousal-415 
induced activation of the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system contributes to the 416 
superior processing, encoding, and consolidation of emotional experiences in long-term 417 
episodic memory (Roozendaal et al., 1996, 2008; Southwick et al., 2002; McGaugh, 2004; 418 
Strange and Dolan, 2004; Segal and Cahill, 2009). Through its diffuse neuronal projections to 419 
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most of the brain, the LC is well positioned to modulate sensory cortical and amygdala 420 
processes during highly arousing and salient events (Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003; Sara, 421 
2009). Such modulation under arousal may be particularly important in shaping the contents of 422 
memory during encoding. Human memory studies utilizing pharmacological and genetic 423 
approaches have shown that putative increases in NE tone at encoding but not retrieval 424 
enhance the subjective recollection and vividness of emotional memory later on (Rimmele et al., 425 
2016; see Figure 2).  426 

Research suggests that amygdala-centric mechanism of emotional memory may be in 427 
large part driven by the release of NE both during emotional encoding and consolidation 428 
(McGaugh, 2004, 2015; Strange and Dolan, 2004). But these selective arousal-related memory 429 
enhancements may come at the expense of processing spatially or temporally adjacent neutral 430 
information, suggesting that noradrenergic modulation of the amygdala biases attention and 431 
memory processes to favor emotional over neutral information (Strange and Dolan, 2004; 432 
Markovic et al., 2014). These empirical findings lend strong support to influential neurobiological 433 
models of emotional memory, which posit that noradrenergic signaling under arousal biases the 434 
amygdala to preferentially enhance encoding and long-term storage of emotionally salient 435 
mental representations in the sensory cortex (e.g., visual cortex), the medial temporal lobe (e.g., 436 
entorhinal cortex), and hippocampus (McGaugh, 2004; Roozendaal et al., 2008; Tully and 437 
Bolshakov, 2010; McIntyre et al., 2012; Markovic et al., 2014; Mather et al., 2016). Under 438 
emotional arousal, elevated levels of NE also enhance the vividness of perception, in part 439 
through increased amygdala influence over sensory cortex activity (Todd et al., 2013b, 2015).  440 

Activation of the LC-NE system has also been observed during emotional memory 441 
retrieval. In one fMRI study, greater functional connectivity between the amygdala and LC was 442 
associated with successful retrieval of neutral items encoded in aversive contexts (Sterpenich et 443 
al., 2006). Further, activity in the LC activity during successful memory retrieval varied according 444 
to the level of item-specific arousal at encoding. This result is consistent with the idea that 445 
arousal-related modulation during initial processing has downstream consequences on 446 
emotional memory retrieval. Supporting this idea, pharmacologically blocking beta-447 
adrenoreceptors only impairs emotional memory recollection when administered prior to 448 
encoding but not prior to retrieval (Rimmele et al., 2016). Intriguingly, enhancing noradrenergic 449 
activity in the rodent amygdala following episodic-like memory training has been shown to 450 
preserve hippocampal-dependent retrieval and accurate memory 28 days later, suggesting that 451 
emotional memories may retain their vividness via NE in the amygdala (Atucha et al., 2017). 452 
Thus, without sustaining NE levels after emotional learning and during consolidation, arousal 453 
may not exert as strong of an effect on emotional memory. 454 

Together these findings suggest that the predominant mechanism driving arousal’s 455 
influence on emotional memory may reflect NE’s more general role in cognitive selectivity and 456 
attention. Recent theoretical and empirical work suggest that NE release biases both attention 457 
and memory to favor high priority (e.g., goal-relevant or perceptually salient) mental 458 
representations at the expense of lower priority information irrespective of valence (Lee et al., 459 
2014, 2018; Markovic et al., 2014; Nielsen et al., 2015; Mather et al., 2016; Clewett et al., 460 
2017b, 2017a, 2018). From this perspective, increased LC-NE activity under arousal promotes 461 
the selective encoding of contextual details that are within the focus of attention, binding only 462 
the most important aspects of an experience into long-term episodic memory.  463 
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These neurocognitive models also suggest that the vivid recollection of emotional events 464 
is not determined by negative valence, per se, but rather by synergistic interactions between 465 
arousal and any form of stimulus salience at the time NE is released (Mather et al., 2016). 466 
Combined rodent and human findings suggest that these strengthened processing-stage 467 
interactions may relate more to closely to arousal and LC-NE system activation rather than 468 
valence alone. Similar to negative stimuli, activity in the NE-LC system may support sensory 469 
recapitulation for positive memoranda. LC responses are not limited to exposure to negative 470 
events but also generalize to positive events that are highly arousing or motivating (Berridge 471 
and Waterhouse, 2003; Bouret and Sara, 2004; Sara, 2009; Bouret and Richmond, 2015; Todd 472 
et al., 2015). Supporting an arousal- versus valence-based account of emotional memory 473 
encoding and retrieval, positive stimuli tend to show neurobehavioral effects similar to negative 474 
stimuli in states of putatively greater LC-NE engagement. For example, positive and negative 475 
events engage the amygdala to a similar degree under stress, an elevated state of arousal 476 
(Cousijn et al., 2010). Broadly, these results align with evidence that amygdala activity also 477 
supports the encoding of positive stimuli (Hamann and Mao, 2002). Accordingly, retrieving 478 
positive memories should also be associated with enhanced sensory recapitulation processes if 479 
those events are arousing enough to activate LC-NE systems at encoding. 480 

Research further suggests that the degree to which positive emotional stimuli (i.e., IAPS 481 
images) engage the amygdala is modulated by arousal (Bonnet et al., 2015), and amygdala 482 
activation has been linked to emotional memory enhancements for both positive and negative 483 
arousing stimuli (Canli et al., 2000; Kensinger and Corkin, 2003). Increased amygdala activity 484 
also supports more focused encoding of both positive and negative stimuli, such that fewer 485 
peripheral contextual details are later remembered (Mickley and Kensinger, 2008). Stronger 486 
coupling between higher arousal ratings and higher emotional memory confidence have also 487 
been observed for both positive and negative valences in individuals with a NE gene variant 488 
associated with higher NE availability (Todd et al., 2013a). In a separate fMRI study, individuals 489 
with this genetic variant exhibited equivalent increases in the recall of both positive and negative 490 
photographs (de Quervain et al., 2007). While this neurogenetic work suggests a link between 491 
NE levels and the subjective quality of memory, this evidence is still indirect. Thus, more direct 492 
manipulations of LC-NE system activity (e.g., pharmacology) are needed to validate this 493 
relationship.  494 
         In sum, these data lend credence to the idea that the degree of arousal-induced NE 495 
release and amygdala activity at encoding, regardless of valence, leads to greater memory 496 
vividness and recollection during later retrieval. Thus, differences in sensory cortex 497 
reinstatement for positive and negative memoranda could emerge in a quantitative fashion (i.e., 498 
the same neural pattern but to a lesser or greater extent) given relative differences in arousal-499 
related engagement of the LC-NE system. 500 
 501 
Do mechanisms beyond arousal account for differences across positive and negative 502 
memories? 503 
  504 

Above, we described how differences in arousal across positive and negative 505 
memoranda may result in differential engagement of the LC-NE system, which leads to 506 
differences in subsequent sensory recapitulation and recollection. Yet non-arousal-related 507 
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factors may also contribute to memory processing, which may explain additional variance in 508 
studies reporting valence-dependent differences in sensory cortex reinstatement. 509 

In the following section, we outline a proposal that behavioral activation is an additional 510 
factor that shapes neural recapitulation at retrieval. In contrast to purely arousal-driven effects, 511 
we argue the behavioral activation may drive the formation of more multiplexed and integrated 512 
memory representations. Critically, previous work has only begun to explore the influence of 513 
behavioral activation on memory formation. Thus, in the following sections, we describe 514 
preliminary and supporting evidence that behavioral activation supports higher-order sensory 515 
recapitulation in areas that include more anterior portions of the ventral visual stream and those 516 
that integrate multimodal sensory information, such as the parietal cortex, medial PFC, and 517 
lateral PFC. We also provide testable hypotheses. Within this expanded framework, differences 518 
in reinstatement of sensory cortical activity patterns across positive and negative memoranda 519 
could result either from quantitative differences (i.e., how much arousal is elicited) or qualitative 520 
differences (i.e., the balance between arousal and/or behavioral activation).  521 

 522 
Behavioral activation as a mechanism supporting memory integration 523 
  524 

Here, we operationalize behavioral activation as a motivational state of increased vigor 525 
and energization that promotes exploration and novelty-seeking (Alcaro et al., 2007; Salamone 526 
et al., 2016; Duzel et al., 2010). These family of related behaviors result in individuals actively 527 
exploring their surroundings, which has downstream consequences on the number of features 528 
individuals attend to in their environment. We propose that increases in behavioral activation 529 
and exploration result in a broadening of cognitive processing, thereby promoting the formation 530 
of flexible relationships between multiple features of one event (i.e., associating an item with it 531 
surrounding contextual element) and the integration of new memory traces with existing 532 
memories (i.e., updating schematic information or prior knowledge with new information). 533 
Critically, this type of mnemonic integration does not necessarily entail encoding a greater 534 
quantity of sensory details from an emotional event. In other words, this isn’t in direct contrast to 535 
arousal’s attention- and memory-narrowing effects towards emotional item-focused sensory 536 
features (detailed above). Rather, it specifies that enhanced associations between discrete 537 
sensory features promote the formation of higher-order cognitive representations of events.  538 

To put this idea in context, imagine viewing a picture of a campsite with the backdrop of 539 
a beautiful mountain (see Figure 3). In an item-based framework, cognitive resources may be 540 
focused on encoding specific details about one of the tents in the foreground, such as its color 541 
and shape. By contrast, in an integrative memory framework, the same amount of cognitive 542 
resources may focus on the relationship between each of the tents and the surrounding forest 543 
and mountains. This experience may else invoke memories of prior camping trips. Thus, the 544 
overall amount of information may be equivalent across these encoding frameworks, but in the 545 
integrative framework, memory representations become transformed into a multi-faceted 546 
representation of discrete sensory features. 547 

Critically, states of behavioral activation may be biased towards more positive versus 548 
negative affective states. For example, a large body of research has linked increased positive 549 
affect to behavioral activation (Custers and Aarts, 2005; Marien et al., 2013). Positive affect, 550 
particularly in relatively low-arousal states, has been shown to broaden individual’s perception, 551 
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a process which enhances the global processing of events, attention to multiple features of a 552 
scene, and the integration of discrete event features (Fredrickson, 2004; Gable and Harmon-553 
Jones, 2008; Gasper and Clore, 2002). All of these processes are intertwined with our definition 554 
of behavioral activation. For example, in an experience sampling study, spontaneous retrieval of 555 
positive thoughts was shown to predict participant’s motivation to actively engage in goal-556 
oriented activities (Rice and Fredrickson, 2017). These types of affective states also elicit a 557 
more schematic and elaborative mode of processing and encoding (Frederickson, 2004), 558 
perhaps due to their role in promoting self and social functions (Rasmussen and Bernsten, 559 
2009).  560 

Evidence from autobiographical memory studies also suggests that positive emotional 561 
experiences stimuli might in fact contain more peripheral information than negative events – at 562 
least subjectively, because memory accuracy cannot be verified in these paradigms (Bernsten, 563 
2002; Talarico et al., 2009). In a similar vein, recent work combining an empirical manipulation 564 
with mathematical modeling suggests that positive emotion enhance associative memory for 565 
word pairs (Madan et al., 2018). What’s important to note is that when experimenters attempt to 566 
match arousal levels across positive and negative valences (e.g., based on normative ratings), 567 
the arousal level is actually relatively moderate/low. This is because negative stimuli tend to be 568 
much more arousing than positive stimuli. Thus, we’d expect that behavioral activation and its 569 
resulting cognitive broadening effects would prevail at relatively lower arousal states, whereas 570 
higher levels of arousal will elicit cognitive narrowing and greater memory selectivity. 571 

While positive stimuli may be biased towards eliciting behavioral activation, it is critical to 572 
note that behavioral activation is not exclusively engaged by positive valence stimuli. Rather 573 
behavioral activation may be better aligned to the goal orientation of an individual in response to 574 
an emotional item or context. For example, studies have shown that when threats are more 575 
distant, individuals goal orientation may be directed towards active avoidance, which relies on 576 
behavioral activation and mesolimbic system (DA) engagement (Fanselow, 1994; Mobbs et al., 577 
2009). However, when threats are more proximal to an individual, goal orientation may be 578 
directed towards defensive responses such as startle and freezing, in which circuits associated 579 
with behavioral activation are inhibited (Fanselow, 1994; Mobbs et al., 2009). One interpretation 580 
of these effects is that more proximal threats elicit greater physiological arousal, whereas lower 581 
arousal states allow the cognitive broadening effects of behavioral activation to prevail. 582 

Our approach of characterizing behavioral activation to understand sensory 583 
reinstatement and both subjective/objective aspects of emotional memories parallels several 584 
theories of emotion and motivation. For instance, our ideas dovetail with the evidence 585 
suggesting that goal orientation may modulate the scope of attention and memory processing 586 
(Gable and Harmon-Jones, 2011; Harmon-Jones et al., 2013; Kaplan et al., 2013), with pre-goal 587 
attainment states and emotions, such as desire or anger, being associated with cognitive 588 
narrowing effects, and post-goal attainment states and emotions, such as happiness or 589 
sadness, being associated with cognitive broadening (Harmon-Jones et al., 2013; Kaplan et al., 590 
2013). Thus, beyond valence, goal orientation may be a key factor for determining the breadth 591 
of information that is processed and encoded into long-term memory. High-arousal states have 592 
also been likened to the effects of ‘motivational intensity’, or the strength of approach or 593 
avoidance emotions, on cognitive narrowing effects (Harmon-Jones et al., 2013). These 594 
arousal-like effects on memory are also invariant to emotional valence. 595 
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Similarities notwithstanding, the role of goals and emotional states/mood in cognitive 596 
processing is somewhat challenging to reconcile with other emotion-cognition studies of 597 
declarative memory. Namely, the former class of studies are generally designed to modulate an 598 
individual’s subjective emotional experience (e.g., sadness, happiness, anger). As such, they 599 
might not map clearly onto most of the emotion-cognition memory studies we’ve reviewed, 600 
which tend to query emotional memory for discrete emotional words, sounds, or pictures (for a 601 
short discussion, see Harmon-Jones, 2018).  602 

 603 
Behavioral activation may drive high-order patterns of neural reinstatement 604 
  605 

The majority of studies characterizing behavioral activation’s influence on cognition have 606 
focused on early stages of processing, including perception, attention, and encoding. However, 607 
these studies lay a strong foundation for making predictions about how behavioral activation 608 
may influence memory reinstatement patterns both after encoding and during retrieval. We 609 
propose that sensory cortex reinstatement, in the context of behavioral activation, would likely 610 
emerge in higher-order brain processing regions, including multi-model sensory cortex and 611 
prefrontal cortex (PFC). These neural patterns might therefore reflect high-order cognitive 612 
representations that link together multiple elements of sensory events. Although this facet of 613 
emotional memory has yet to be tested directly, positive emotional stimuli which tend to be both 614 
lower in arousal but also elicit behavioral activation, have been more closely linked to 615 
engagement of higher-order sensory cortex, such as more anterior portions of the ventral visual 616 
stream (e.g., fusiform gyrus and perirhinal/ parahippocampal cortex), as well as prefrontal 617 
cortical (PFC) regions associated with memory integration and semantic elaboration, such as 618 
ventrolateral PFC, orbitofrontal cortex, and medial PFC (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2007; 619 
Badre, 2008; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013).  620 

The above framework might help explain why there are some discrepant findings 621 
concerning whether patterns of sensory cortex reinstatement are similar across positive and 622 
negative valences after encoding. Specifically, these inconsistencies could result from greater 623 
variability in the amount of behavioral activation evoked by memoranda. For example, a picture 624 
of a smiling face may evoke behavioral activation, activating neurocognitive systems known to 625 
facilitate exploration and vigor (Mende-Siedlecki et al., 2013). By contrast, other positive stimuli, 626 
such as a picture of a sunset, may induce positive affect in the absence of promoting behavioral 627 
activation. Viewed through this lens, emotional stimuli could be varied in their content in a 628 
manner that induces qualitatively different types of neural reinstatement, sometimes promoting 629 
memory integration while other times promoting selectivity. However, to explore these ideas, 630 
future studies need to begin to quantify the extent to which memoranda evoke behavioral 631 
activation (see Objective measures of arousal, behavioral activation, and neuromodulation 632 
section).  633 

One way to gain insight into mechanisms by which behavioral activation evokes memory 634 
reinstatement is to investigate memory enhancements in response to reward anticipation. 635 
Reward anticipation, particularly in the absence of feedback, may serve as a more reliable 636 
stimulus to induce behavioral activation than those induced by positive emotional stimuli (e.g., 637 
positive IAPS images). Reward anticipation has been shown to increase recollection and source 638 
memory during memory retrieval—processes that are thought to rely on enriched retrieval of 639 
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sensory details from encoding (Wittmann et al., 2005; Adcock et al., 2006; Shigemune et al., 640 
2014). fMRI research in humans has also identified greater post-encoding reactivation of 641 
sensory stimulus information encoded during reward anticipation (Murty et al., 2017), as well as 642 
increased engagement of higher-order sensory and prefrontal cortices by rewarding 643 
memoranda during retrieval (Elward et al., 2015). Sensory recapitulation of information encoded 644 
during reward anticipation may involve more integrative representations of sensory information 645 
(Murty and Adcock, 2017), which would be represented in higher-order sensory and multi-646 
sensory cortex (Schlichting and Preston, 2016).  647 

Notably, these states of reward anticipation detailed above differ from studies which 648 
utilize instrumental learning paradigms with performance feedback. In these contexts, 649 
individuals may narrow their attention towards the instrumental action necessary to receive 650 
positive feedback, thus inhibiting behavioral activation. For example, a recent study 651 
characterized how reward influenced memory in the context of a paradigm in which individuals 652 
made instrumental actions to receive reward feedback (Gable and Harmon-Jones, 2010b). This 653 
study found a narrowing of memory and attention during the “pre-goal” phase, i.e. after the 654 
reward cue but prior to the instrumental action. Interestingly, this study also found that 655 
successfully receiving rewards resulted in “post-goal” emotions which broadened cognitive 656 
processing.   657 

 658 
The balance between behavioral activation and arousal shapes the scope of memory 659 
 660 
 So far, we have detailed how factors associated with increased behavioral activation 661 
may elicit a different form of sensory cortex reinstatement than arousal. However, critical 662 
questions remain about how these two constructs interact. In our view, arousal and behavioral 663 
activation are typically orthogonal constructs, but not in all cases. Low levels of arousal but high 664 
levels behavioral activation will lead to cognitive and memory broadening. But high arousal will 665 
tend to supersede the effects of behavioral activation (or in other words, be invariant to 666 
behavioral activation levels), thereby leading to cognitive and memory narrowing. Neutral 667 
circumstances, on the other hand, represent states of low behavioral activation and low arousal 668 
(Figure 4). 669 

To illustrate these ideas, consider the following scenarios. Encountering a threatening 670 
snake in a zoo may elicit high arousal but not necessarily high behavioral activation, as the 671 
threat is confined to a cage; this would theoretically narrow the scope of attention and memory 672 
to emotional items, including the snake. By contrast, seeing a threatening snake at a distance 673 
on a hike may evoke both high behavioral activation and moderate levels of arousal, such that 674 
individuals may explore their environment for escape options; this in turn broadens the scope of 675 
attention and memory to process and integrate multiple features and associations in memory.  676 
Almost stepping on a snake during a hike, however, may evoke such a level of sympathetic 677 
arousal that behavioral activation processes become inhibited. Indeed, this type of behavioral 678 
suppression is often observed with threat-induced freezing behavior in both rodents and 679 
humans (Fanselow, 1994; Ly et al., 2014).  680 

In line with this example, recent research has shown that the proximity of a threat can 681 
modulate defensive responses, which are akin to freezing behavior, suggesting that arousal 682 
responses to negative valence stimuli are modulated by other contextual features (Ahs et al., 683 
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2015). Similarly, in the domain of positive affect, early exposure to drugs of abuse in rodent 684 
models elicit greater behavioral activation, as assayed by exploratory behavior and vigor (Alcaro 685 
et al., 2007; Alcaro and Panksepp, 2011); but notably this body of research doesn’t explicitly 686 
address arousal. However, in cases where drug cues are extremely salient and induce intense 687 
levels of stress and arousal, such as in the context of craving and/or relapse, behaviors may 688 
become more habitual and behavioral repertoires become selective only to actions that may 689 
elicit acquiring more drugs (Sinha et al., 2003; Sinha, 2013). In line with these interpretations, 690 
recent human research has shown that reward motivation elicits highly arousing states that can 691 
disrupt integrative memory processing (Murty et al., 2011) and selectively bias memory 692 
representations to cues that directly predict reward at the expense of surrounding contextual 693 
details (Schwabe, 2013).  694 

From a neuromodulatory point of view, NE levels have also been shown to be elevated 695 
during craving and acute withdrawal (Fitzgerald, 2013), and beta-adrenoreceptor activation may 696 
facilitate a shift from goal-oriented towards habitual responding under stressful conditions 697 
(Schwabe et al., 2011). Together these studies suggest that high arousal will narrow the scope 698 
of attention and memory towards salient information regardless of the level of behavioral 699 
activation, perhaps in part by inhibiting exploratory behaviors.  700 
 701 
Does neuromodulation explain the putative effects of behavioral activation on neural 702 
reinstatement? 703 
  704 

The nature of neural and memory reinstatement patterns evoked by behavioral 705 
activation likely involves the engagement of brain systems beyond the LC-NE system. One such 706 
candidate mechanism is the mesolimbic DA system. The DA system, which is anchored in the 707 
dopaminergic substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area (SN/VTA), has been linked to aspects 708 
of behavioral activation (Alcaro et al., 2007; Alcaro and Panksepp, 2011). For instance, DA 709 
system activation occurs under states of reward motivation that are critical for translating 710 
individuals’ goals into approach-related actions (Berridge and Robinson, 2003; Wise, 2004). 711 
While there is less evidence supporting the mesolimbic DA system’s role in memory 712 
recollection, we will speculate on this possibility based on evidence that DA promotes 713 
associative memory formation. 714 

Accumulated evidence suggests that DA activity contributes to increased sensory 715 
processing (Noudoost and Moore, 2011) as well as increased memory 716 
reactivation/recapitulation (Wang and Morris, 2010). Further, the DA system may be driving 717 
sensory processing and recapitulation in a different way than the noradrenergic system. DA 718 
receptors are found throughout the brain, but in very low densities in primary sensory cortical 719 
regions; DA axonal projections to primary sensory cortex are relatively sparse, especially 720 
compared to LC neurons (Jacob and Nienborg, 2018). SN/VTA neurons send dense neuronal 721 
projections to higher-order sensory processing regions in anterior portions of the ventral visual 722 
stream, which are known to support the relational binding between the elements of experience 723 
(Davachi, 2006; Graham et al., 2010). VTA neurons also heavily innervate lateral and medial 724 
prefrontal cortex (Robbins and Arnsten, 2009; Jacob and Nienborg, 2018), which could facilitate 725 
more elaborative, self-referential processing and support the integration of incoming information 726 
with existing overlapping memories (van Kesteren et al., 2012). Consistent with this possibility, 727 
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research in rodents and non-human primates show that increased dopaminergic signaling can 728 
influence prefrontal-mediated mechanisms of attention and downstream engagement of sensory 729 
cortex at a higher-order level of processing (Noudoost and Moore, 2011; Jacob and Nienborg, 730 
2018). 731 

This functional neuroanatomy of the DA system makes it well positioned to facilitate the 732 
integration of multimodal sensory information under high states of behavioral activation. 733 
Research has shown that engagement of the DA system during encoding leads to more 734 
integrative memory representations (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008). SN/VTA activation parallels 735 
hippocampal activation during the anticipation of novel stimuli, which has been interpreted as 736 
the DA system driving the exploration of new environments (Wittmann et al., 2007). 737 
Furthermore, recollection is enhanced for anticipated novel stimuli, suggesting that DA 738 
modulation may drive exploratory behaviors that promote encoding of salient, novel events 739 
(Wittmann et al., 2007).  740 

There is also fMRI evidence to suggest that DA modulation is important for facilitating 741 
associative memory binding during consolidation. Greater post-encoding interactions between 742 
the VTA, a central hub of the DA system, and higher-order sensory cortex, such as the 743 
perirhinal cortex and category-selective visual cortex, relates to enhanced associative memory 744 
(Tompary et al., 2015; Murty et al., 2017, 2018). Although these post-encoding fMRI measures 745 
do not directly assess brain activity at retrieval, it has been posited that post-encoding 746 
reactivation during rest involves similar mechanisms to sensory reinstatement or reactivation at 747 
retrieval (Antony et al., 2017). 748 

How memoranda are encoded and consolidated has important consequences for how 749 
those experiences are later recapitulated and remembered. In contrast to the attention and 750 
memory-narrowing effects of NE under arousal (Mather et al., 2016), emotion-related 751 
engagement of the DA system may broaden the scope of cognitive processing during the 752 
encoding of rewarding or positive events (Ashby et al., 1999). As described above, however, 753 
we’d attribute these effects to behavioral activation rather than positive emotion, per se. Insofar 754 
as encoding processes dictate which sensory information gets stored and later reactivated at 755 
retrieval, this more generalized form of cognitive processing may enhance the associative 756 
relationships among different elements of an event (Duncan and Schlichting, 2018). Indeed, at 757 
the neural level, activation of the DA system has been shown to enhance associative memory 758 
binding and memory generalization both in the context of positive (Wittmann et al., 2005; Murty 759 
et al., 2011; Wolosin et al., 2012; Shigemune et al., 2014) and negative events (Clewett et al., 760 
2018). 761 

Critically, more work is needed to determine the consequences of engaging both arousal 762 
and behavioral activation to understand the complex interactions between these 763 
neuromodulatory systems during the encoding of motivationally significant events. For example, 764 
highly arousing positive stimuli, such as drug cues, could engage both DA and NE systems, 765 
given their propensity to evoke both behavioral activation and arousal (Sinha et al., 2003; Koob 766 
and Le Moal, 2005; Economidou et al., 2011). Preliminary data suggest that more selective 767 
encoding versus broader, higher-order representational encoding will prevail whenever arousal 768 
levels are sufficiently elevated (Callan and Schweighofer, 2008; Murty et al., 2011). However, 769 
this idea has yet to be tested explicitly, particularly within the context of human emotional 770 
memory. An important direction for future research is to explore how these brain systems either 771 
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work in concert or counter to one another to modulate the quality of emotional memory 772 
recollection and corresponding patterns of neural reinstatement in sensory cortex and across 773 
the brain. 774 
  775 
Testing the factors that drive emotion-related neural reinstatement and memory 776 
recollection 777 
  778 
         In many ways, the neuromodulatory model we have proposed is preliminary. While 779 
grounded in strong theoretical work, more empirical research is needed to test our specific 780 
predictions and to compare these predictions against those put forth in the NEVER model. 781 
Below we detail some methodological approaches to testing these frameworks. 782 
         Controlling differences in arousal and behavioral activation across valences. 783 
Acquiring participant-specific arousal, valence, as well as behavioral activation assayed through 784 
self-report ratings (e.g., BIS/BAS; Carver and White, 1994) as well as behavioral measures (i.e., 785 
response vigor) is essential, as there is substantial variability in these ratings across individuals. 786 
Some ways to also account for such variability is to integrate item-specific ratings into trial-level 787 
linear mixed models, which would allow for direct comparisons of valence versus 788 
arousal/behavioral activation effects. 789 
         Objective measures of arousal, behavioral activation, and neuromodulation. In 790 
addition to self-report measures, it will be critical to also assay objective measures of arousal 791 
and behavioral activation, as well as their relationship to neuromodulatory system activity. An 792 
especially effective way of assessing the effects of arousal on memory is to use more objective 793 
physiological measures, including eye-tracking and skin conductance responses. Increasing 794 
research in both humans and animals suggests that pupil dilation may be a reliable index of LC 795 
activity (Murphy et al., 2014; Varazzani et al., 2015; Joshi et al., 2016; Clewett et al., 2018). 796 
Human research has begun to utilize tools to characterize behavioral activation, including 797 
characterizing how stimuli invoke vigor, through paradigms using finger tapping (Heerey & Gold, 798 
2007), exploration of visual scenes using eye-tracking (Voss et al., 2017), and the ability of 799 
stimuli to evoke approach behaviors using Pavlovian-to-Instrumental transfer paradigms (Talmi 800 
et al., 2008). Further, research has begun to show that measures of blink rate may index DA 801 
activity both at rest and during cognitive tasks (Jongkees and Colzato, 2016). fMRI measures 802 
could also be used to measure BOLD signal changes in the LC and VTA/SN during the 803 
encoding, consolidation, and retrieval of emotional memories. Finally, up-regulating or down-804 
regulating activity in the NE and DA systems using pharmacological manipulations would also 805 
provide evidence of more causal relationships between neuromodulation and emotional memory 806 
recapitulation. 807 
         Measuring the selectivity of emotional memory recollection. One of the key 808 
questions we have raised concerns the types of information that are being recapitulated during 809 
emotional memory retrieval. To address this issue, future research should carefully manipulate 810 
which information is prioritized in attention and memory under emotional circumstances (for 811 
discussion, see Mather et al., 2016), and query how memory for high and low priority 812 
information relates to sensory recapitulation patterns at retrieval. Similar specificity could be 813 
achieved by using more sensitive measures of neural recapitulation with fMRI data, such as 814 
multivoxel pattern similarity analyses. This approach targets the precise correspondence 815 
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between individual item representations when they are initially encoded and later retrieved (e.g., 816 
Ritchey et al., 2013). Recent work also shows that similarity in eye movements and fixation 817 
patterns across encoding and retrieval may provide an index of item-specific reactivation 818 
(Johansson et al., 2012). Interestingly, research also suggests that using picture-drawing to 819 
probe the recall of previously studied scene images might also help to reveal the mnemonic 820 
content of those experiences (Bainbridge et al., 2019). Using this type of memory probe for 821 
emotional scenes could help reveal the types of perceptual information that people encode.  822 
         Manipulating study-test retention intervals. Research suggests that retention interval 823 
may play an important role in modulating recapitulation effects, given that emotion typically has 824 
a more pronounced effect on recollection over time (Sharot et al., 2007, 2008; Ritchey et al., 825 
2008; Yonelinas and Ritchey, 2015). Of interest, behavioral work suggests that valence effects 826 
on memory may interact with delay and therefore impact the magnitude and/or nature of 827 
recapitulation (Pierce and Kensinger, 2011). This facet of recapitulation would be especially 828 
relevant, as both the LC-NE and DA systems enhance emotional memory during consolidation 829 
(McGaugh, 2004; Shohamy and Adcock, 2010). 830 
 831 
Summary of our neuromodulatory model of emotional memory reinstatement 832 
  833 

Our most vivid and enduring memories tend to be emotional. The specific factors and 834 
neural processes that drive such detail-laden recollections, however, are somewhat unclear. 835 
The recently proposed NEVER model provides an interesting account of this phenomenon by 836 
targeting how emotional memory traces laid down at encoding shape the information that is 837 
available for later reinstatement. It is posited that, by re-engaging the same perceptual 838 
processing mechanisms that operated at encoding, retrieval quite literally reflects the re-839 
experience of prior events. While this model focuses primarily on the role of negative valence in 840 
driving this encoding-retrieval overlap, we argue that the bulk of evidence still favors arousal as 841 
the key factor driving enhanced emotional memory recollection and vividness. We also provide 842 
preliminary evidence to investigate behavioral activation factors as an additional mechanism 843 
contributing to the quality of recollection.  844 

At the crux of our model is that arousal and behavioral activation – as well as the 845 
neuromodulatory systems they activate - may be better predictors than valence of neural 846 
reinstatement patterns and the quality of retrieved emotional memories. From the perspective 847 
that encoding and neuromodulatory processes determine the details that are stored in memory, 848 
we argue that sensory and high-order cortex reactivation after learning reflects biases in which 849 
features of events are reflected in memory (Figure 3). That is, patterns of reactivation may 850 
reflect either a more selective memory representation or something more abstract and 851 
generalized.  852 

In our model, an increase in arousal and LC-NE activity promotes the prioritization of the 853 
most salient features of an emotional experience at encoding, whereas more mundane sensory 854 
information may be initially neglected, and later distorted and/or forgotten. Thus, an inflated 855 
sense of confidence and memory vividness for emotional events may be driven by especially 856 
strong representations of select details of those events. At present, much research suggests 857 
that amygdala may act independently of or in concert with noradrenergic activity to amplify 858 
these effects across each stage of episodic memory. 859 
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In parallel to these encoding mechanisms driven by arousal-related LC-NE system 860 
activity, reinstatement effects in higher-order cortex may be driven by behavioral activation and, 861 
possibly, activation of the mesolimbic DA system during encoding and post-encoding rest. This 862 
form of DA modulation, however, may be qualitatively different from LC-NE system modulation. 863 
Under states of elevated DA system engagement, including exploration, novelty, and behavioral 864 
vigor, sensory features of the environment may become transformed into more integrated, 865 
higher-order representations of events. Positive emotions often co-occur with this class of 866 
behavioral responses, which might explain why they also tend to elicit cognitive and memory 867 
broadening effects, at least under states of lower arousal or motivational intensity (e.g., 868 
Harmon-Jones et al., 2013). Further, this integrative mode of processing may promote 869 
integration between information in the environment and existing memories or schema 870 
represented in the PFC.  871 

In sum, the goal of our framework is to move beyond the idea that valence drives 872 
differences in reinstatement. Rather, we propose that the degree of arousal and behavioral 873 
activation during learning influences downstream patterns of neural reinstatement that manifest 874 
qualitative differences in memory (see Figure 4). To reconcile our proposal with valence-related 875 
models like NEVER, we propose that negative stimuli may be more likely to evoke higher 876 
arousal levels than positive stimuli, and thus could yield greater neural reinstatement in 877 
relatively lower-level sensory cortical regions and the amygdala. Conversely, positive stimuli 878 
may be more prone to evoke a sense of behavioral activation than negative stimuli, as negative 879 
images can often instead promote behavioral inhibition and freezing responses (Azevedo et al., 880 
2005; Blakemore et al., 2016). While speculative, positive events might therefore be more likely 881 
to activate the DA system at encoding and consolidation (Murty and Adcock, 2017), leading to 882 
better associative memory. 883 

Careful experimental manipulations of the relative priority of multiple features of an 884 
experience and an individual’s memory for their associations could help unpack the brain and 885 
behavioral factors that impact both subjective and objective aspects of emotional memory. To 886 
test these predictions, for example, future emotional memory studies would need to 887 
systematically vary behavioral activation in addition to arousal across valences, and measure 888 
the magnitude and spatial patterns of neural reinstatement following encoding. This could be 889 
achieved by modifying traditional emotional memory studies to manipulate exploratory goal 890 
states and to quantify the extent to which individual memoranda increase vigor/energization, 891 
and/or to manipulate the relative novelty of memoranda. Using multivoxel pattern similarity 892 
analyses may be a particularly effective way of quantifying encoding-retrieval overlap for both 893 
trial-unique and category-level effects (e.g., Ritchey et al., 2013). 894 
  895 
Conclusion 896 
  897 
         Characterizing the influence of neuromodulators and emotion on recollection has 898 
important implications for cognition in healthy individuals and individuals with disorders of 899 
emotion. Age-related changes in neuromodulatory systems may have a profound impact on how 900 
emotional memories are encoded, stored, and later recollected. These differences may be 901 
particularly pronounced in age-related neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and 902 
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Parkinson’s disease, in which decline in the NE and DA systems is significant (Vazey and 903 
Aston-Jones, 2012; Robertson, 2013; Mather and Harley, 2016).  904 

The work we’ve reviewed also has relevance concerning the recapitulation of more 905 
naturalistic, real-world memories. In particular, extending this research into the domain of 906 
autobiographical memory has clinical relevance to disorders characterized by maladaptive 907 
episodic memory binding, such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). More recently, it has 908 
been shown that PTSD is associated with hyper-responsivity of the LC under arousal (Naegeli 909 
et al., 2018), suggesting that treatments targeting noradrenergic activity could be an effective 910 
way of weakening aversive responses and maladaptive memories (Kroes et al., 2016). 911 
         Emotions are multifaceted, and there are undoubtedly more complex interactions 912 
between arousal, motivation, and cognition – as well as between these neuromodulatory 913 
systems – than our preliminary model can address. But we hope that our ideas will invigorate 914 
new discussion about the nature of emotional memory and its underlying mechanisms. Through 915 
our framework, we encourage cognitive neuroscientists to broaden their focus to include 916 
neuromodulation when examining emotion’s persistent effects through each stage of episodic 917 
memory. Doing so may better inform how bringing different emotional memories to mind 918 
impacts how we learn and maintain a sense of wellbeing in the present 919 
 920 
  921 
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Figure Captions 1318 
 1319 
Figure 1. Empirical evidence of emotion-enhanced sensory cortex and amygdala recapitulation during 1320 
memory retrieval. (A) Conjunction fMRI analyses of brain activity associated with successful memory 1321 
during encoding and retrieval revealed significant spatial overlap (i.e., recapitulation) in ventral temporo-1322 
occipital cortex for negative and positive emotional images (red, blue and turquoise clusters). The spatial 1323 
extent of recapitulation across the visual stream was greater for negative (red clusters) than positive 1324 
emotional stimuli (blue clusters). Areas associated with emotion-related recapitulation were also 1325 
correlated with emotional enhancements (not differentiated by valence) in behavior (data and figure from 1326 
Kark and Kensinger, 2015). (B) Extending these findings, one recent fMRI study using encoding-retrieval 1327 
conjunction analyses revealed greater extent of recollection-specific activity (i.e., ‘remember hits’ versus 1328 
‘know hits’) across prefrontal cortex, temporal cortex, and occipital cortex for negative images (red 1329 
clusters). Similar neural recapitulation patterns were observed for positive (blue clusters) and neutral 1330 
stimuli (green clusters) in ventral occipito-temporal cortex, but to a quantitatively lesser extent than 1331 
negative stimuli. Recollection of negative valence stimuli was also associated with enhanced 1332 
recapitulation activity in the amygdala. Because neutral word cues were used to cue ‘remember’ or ‘know’ 1333 
memory decisions, these neural patterns are interpreted as evidence of the recapitulation of the 1334 
perceptual content of emotional memories (data and figure from Bowen and Kensinger, 2017). (C) In an 1335 
separate fMRI study, Ritchey et al. (2013) used pattern similarity analyses to examine correspondence 1336 
between item- versus set-level activation patterns during encoding and retrieval of positive, negative, and 1337 
neutral stimuli. The results revealed similar patterns of memory-related recapitulation in middle occipital 1338 
gyrus for positive (blue bars) and negative (red bars) versus neutral stimuli (yellow bars) for item-specific 1339 
representations. Further, the degree of encoding-retrieval similarity in middle occipital gyrus was 1340 
positively correlated with retrieval-related activity in the amygdala, but only for negative valence stimuli 1341 
(data and figure from Ritchey et al., 2013). 1342 
 1343 
Figure 2. Beta-adrenoreceptor blockade impairs emotional memory recollection at encoding but not at 1344 
retrieval. Emotion led to enhanced recollection of photographs when memory was probed 24 hours after 1345 
learning. Administration of 80mg of propranolol led to decreased recollection for both emotional and 1346 
neutral stimuli, whereas propranolol had no effect on emotional or neutral recollection (data and figure 1347 
from Rimmele et al., 2016). 1348 
 1349 
Figure 3. Our proposed neuromodulatory model of emotion-enhanced neural reinstatement and 1350 
the quality of memory. According to this framework, high arousal levels at encoding activate the locus 1351 
coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system (red colors) regardless of valence (top panel). The LC-NE 1352 
system in turn focuses limited mental resources to process high-priority (e.g., goal-relevant or 1353 
perceptually salient) and/or emotional item-intrinsic representations in the ventral visual stream, 1354 
amplifying encoding of a select few details. This narrowing of cognitive and memory processing under 1355 
arousal is also driven by NE-related activation of the amygdala, which further modulates the selective 1356 
processing of only the most salient sensory representations. This amygdala-related network may be 1357 
especially important for enhancing the subjective quality of emotional memory recollection (i.e., memory 1358 
confidence and vividness). Activation of the LC-NE system during post-encoding periods of consolidation 1359 
will also amplify the preferential processing of salient event features even further, in part through 1360 
amygdala modulation (dashed red circle; region is more lateral than depicted). By contrast, behavioral 1361 
activation, defined as a motivational state of increased vigor, exploration, and novelty seeking, should 1362 
recruit greater activity in the dopaminergic (DA) system that is anchored in the ventral tegmental area 1363 
(VTA; blue colors). In contrast to the LC-NE system, DA modulation should instead broaden the scope of 1364 
cognitive processing for positive events at encoding (particularly with low arousal), leading to more 1365 
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integrated sensory and mnemonic representations in high-order sensory cortex and PFC. This 1366 
broadening effect may be amplified by DA activation during offline consolidation and/or neural 1367 
reactivation, leading to greater integration between positive memories (e.g., associative memory) and 1368 
existing memory/schema in represented in PFC (blue links to other memories). In sum, engaging these 1369 
different neuromodulatory systems during early stages of episodic memory should propagate downstream 1370 
to enhance reinstatement processes in encoding-related sensory cortex during later retrieval (green 1371 
circle). As such, which brain system becomes engaged at encoding may be the ultimate determinant of 1372 
post-encoding patterns of neural reinstatement and the quality of emotional memory recollection. 1373 
 1374 
Figure 4. Putative interactions between arousal and behavioral activation, and their effects on the 1375 
scope of cognitive and memory processing. According to our framework, there may be interactions 1376 
between arousal and behavioral activation that influence the balance between memory selectivity versus 1377 
memory integration. We predict that high-arousal states will elicit greater memory selectivity, regardless of 1378 
the level of behavioral activation (top row). By contrast, under states of high behavioral activation and low 1379 
arousal, we predict that there will be greater memory integration and/or broadening (bottom row). These 1380 
broadening versus narrowing effects occur relative to states of low arousal and low behavioral activation, 1381 
which we would also characterize as neutral (middle row). 1382 
 1383 










